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Preface  

It took a large hard-working team to bring these proceedings to reality and it would be hard to thank 
all of them but I will try. They include our conference committee, conference organisers and IFA staff, 
all the conference speakers and panellists, our guest speakers, those who submitted a poster, the 
sponsors and finally the diligent crew who harassed the speakers to collect the content and then 
worked them into a readable publication. Thank you to all. 

Whether you attended the conference or not, if you are involved in forestry in any way you will find 
something in the proceedings to inform you, and maybe even challenge you. There are items on forest 
information, landscape and habitat restoration, certification and carbon accounting, and integrating 
production with conservation of flora and fauna. 

New to this year’s proceedings is a report of a one-day member forum held on the last day of the 
conference and the text of the memorable after-dinner speech by the Hon John Kerin. Also new this 
year was the availability on the conference website of PowerPoint presentations, audio files and full 
conference papers as we received them. We also for the first time are distributing the proceedings to 
conference attendees on a USB device, keeping the number of printed copies to a minimum—but 
limited copies are available for sale from the IFA office. 

The moving finger writes and having writ, moves on… No sooner will people be reading this 
document than we will be deep into planning for the next IFA conference which will be a joint ANZIF 
conference to be held in Victoria in 2015, coinciding with the Institute’s 80th year. We look forward 
to seeing you again. 

  

Stuart Davey 

IFA Director, ACT Divisional Chair and Conference Chair 
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Managing our forests into the 21st century 

Peter Holmgren 

Center for International Forestry Research, Bogor 

 

 

 
Thank you very much for the introduction. Ladies and gentlemen, it’s a pleasure to be here. My job is 
to challenge you for the next 20 minutes or so.  

Before I took up my job at CIFOR and was introduced to various ministries in Jakarta, I was 
introduced as a new director-general of CIFOR, a real forester. Depending on who says that, it can 
mean very different things. I think it was said in a positive spirit and I took it like that. This 
interpretation of what forestry is is central to what we need to discuss further today. I come from 
Sweden. I know from my previous assignments that Australia is a country with 100 million hectares of 
forest and 20 million cubic metres of harvest. Sweden is a country with 20 million hectares of forests 
and 100 million cubic metres of harvest. So I know about harvest.  

My first picture (Fig. 1) is a famous painting 
from Finland. It could have taken been in 
Sweden as well over 100 years ago. It’s a 
landscape, and there is no forest behind it, and 
there are some people eking out a living.  

The second picture is recent and is taken in 
South America in 2000. Here there are still 
plenty of people eking out a living and trying 
to survive in very meagre conditions.  

My third picture (Fig. 3) is a Scots pine on our 
property in Sweden; it happens to be the oldest 
pine tree in the Stockholm region. By 
international standards that doesn’t say very 
much but it’s a prominent tree in that particular 
region. It also represents considerable 
economic value. This tree could heat my house 
for two years, but I don’t fell it because there is 
a value system that makes me consider not 
felling it and that value system is not based on 
monetary valuations.  

We’ve just heard a lot of Tasmania. I’ve never 
been to Tasmania, where I hear there is a very 
interesting debate happening over the value 
system of forestry and I’ll be happy to discuss 
this further. I think there’s a choice for 
professional foresters and I’ll jump a little bit 
in my speech here. The purpose of the 
conference is to challenge delegates to 
recognise and question the leading role that 

Introduction  
     Rob de Fegely 
It is my great pleasure to introduce our first keynote 
speaker: Dr Peter Holmgren.  

Peter studied forestry at the Swedish University of 
Agricultural Sciences and graduated with a Master of 
Science. He then went on to do a PhD and graduated 
in 1995 in geographic information systems in forestry 
planning, which would have been fairly state-of-the-
art back then. We seem to think today that GIS and 
global positioning systems are commonplace, but less 
than 20 years ago they were new and difficult and we 
were only just beginning to understand the power of 
the software and what computers could do for our 
profession.  

Peter joined FAO in 1998 and took on the Global 
Forest Resources Assessment Project. Many of you 
will know The State of the Forest Reports that have 
emanated from that particular project—I always 
welcome those reports when they come out to see how 
we’re going on the global stage.  
From 2003 to 2007 he was head of Forest Resources 
and Development at FAO and from 2007 he was 
Director of Climate Energy. He also worked with 
UNFCCC on climate change and also the REDD 
Program of the United Nations. In 2012 he 
coordinated FAO’s response to the Rio Summit back 
in 1992—the beginning of a very important process 
whereby forests and the environment became 
recognised at a global level. Six months ago he joined 
CIFOR in Bogor in Indonesia at the Center for 
International Forestry Research as Director General. Compiled by Mark Parsons 
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professional foresters play for a widening 
range of organisations and communities, 
all with different objectives. I think the 
choice for professional foresters is 
whether the entire value system is 
included in professional forestry or not. 
So the challenge to ‘the forestry club’, of 
which I’m a part, is to tear down sector 
walls with agriculture, with conservation, 
and with other sectors. We should also 
not fail to relate to the bigger 
development agenda, not just the forestry 
goals, because you know we speak a lot 
about sustainable forest management. 
We do it nationally, we do it 
internationally, but outside the forestry 
club nobody really knows what this is 
about and how it connects to those more 
important development goals, the 
sustainable development goals that are 
being discussed at the moment. How do 
we relate to those? It’s not very clear and 
in the climate change process the term 
‘sustainable’ in relation to management 
now has a negative connotation. That’s 
something to remember and come back 
to in the discussion. 

I’m going to talk about three things 
today. First I’ll talk a little bit about 
CIFOR. We’re celebrating our 20th 
anniversary, so it is worth talking about 
what we do. Secondly, I’ll talk about the 
lines in the landscape between forest and 
non-forest, what they mean and what it 
would mean to erase those lines and 
move to a more landscape-level 
approach, and finally what does this 
mean for the bigger picture. So thank you 
for the invitation to speak at this 
conference. It’s an excellent opportunity 
to progress the debate. As a forester I 
feel very welcomed but as I said my 
mission today is to take you out of your 
comfort zone. I would also say that today 
I am talking to a national audience about 
international issues. Tomorrow I will 
speak at the United Nations forum on 
forests in Istanbul, an international crowd 
and I will tell them that they are not 
taking national-level priorities into 

account. In both cases I will say that two things are really missing, one is the world outside the forests 
and the other is what I just mentioned, the connection to mainstream politics and development goals. 
The institutional setups we have don’t help to cut across these things.  

 
Figure 1. Finland, 1900 
 

 
Figure 2. Brazil, 2000 
 

 
Figure 3. Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), Holmgren family 
forest, Sweden 
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The Center for International Forestry Research 
Now, back to CIFOR. We are an organisation that shapes forests and forestry for sustainable 
development. We’re based in Indonesia. The headquarters is in Bogor, outside Jakarta. Many of you 
will have been there. Welcome back, and for those who haven’t been there you’re most welcome to 
visit us. We are a global organisation. The map in Figure 4 shows where we’re active across the 
tropics.  

 
Figure 4. CIFOR offices and research sites, 2013 
 
Our vision is to work throughout the world to make sure that forests are on the agenda, that the value 
or values of forests are recognised and that the decisions that influence forests and the people support 
it, and the people depending on forest are supported by solid science. We are a research organisation 
working on principles of good governance. We started in 1993. We were more or less a product of the 
1992 Rio de Janeiro United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (the so-called 
‘Earth Summit’). The first such conference was in Stockholm, but that’s something that not many of 
you know about. Four countries founded CIFOR. Australia was one of them. That’s important to 
remember. We still enjoy a lot of support from Australia both professionally and financially. We are 
very grateful for that. Sweden, Switzerland and the United States of America were the others. 
Indonesia bid successfully to host CIFOR. This is very significant because Indonesia is now a G20 
country and is prominent on the sustainable development scene. Of course it’s a huge forestry country, 
so we think we’re in the right place. CIFOR does not stand alone. We have 15 international research 
organisations that together make up the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research. 
CIFOR is the only forestry group. We have rice in the Philippines, maize in Mexico; agroforestry in 
Kenya, livestock in Kenya as well, genetic resources in Rome and so on, and together we make up the 
largest research consortium in agriculture, forestry and fisheries. CIFOR leads the program of forestry 
and agroforestry, and contributes a lot to the program on climate change, agriculture and food security.  

Now where do we see our future? I already said that we need to connect to development goals so we 
see that when we do research in forestry we need to relate to poverty, to food security, nutrition and 
health. We need to continue to relate to climate change. Bio-diversity is obviously a big topic and 
production forestry is an area where we will increase our emphasis. Those are the basic research 
expectations and that leads into some more bigger-picture issues. First of all, evidence-based 
policies—we are emphasising the need for evidence-based forestry. Science doesn’t provide the 
answers; science provides the evidence. The answers have to be provided by the politicians so we 
shouldn’t expect science to come up with all the solutions. That’s something that sometimes gets 
diluted in the debate. But certainly science needs to provide an evidence base for those solutions and 
for those decisions. We see sustainable landscapes where forests are an integral part, essential for 
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livelihood, essential for resilience and 
essential for ecosystem services. That’s a 
key direction we’re taking. We see that 
green growth is a particular emphasis for 
us; that forestry done well is going to 
contribute a lot to green growth.  

Lines in the landscape 
Now I’ll come back to the issue of the 
lines in the landscape and why it is like 
that (Fig. 5). If you think about forestry 
more broadly, as I tried to do even when 
working in harvesting in Sweden, 
forestry priorities are different and, 
depending on who you are, your 

priorities will be completely different. If you’re from the forestry industry then green growth is your 
first priority. If you’re a climate change or REDD (reducing emissions from deforestation and 
degradation) negotiator, then climate change is your priority. If you’re an environmental forester then 
the mix of climate change and biodiversity is probably your priority. If you’re a farmer it’s different: 
it’s your livelihood, it’s food and nutrition and it’s the resilience of your production system. And if 
you’re a poor farmer then goals of livelihood food are even more immediate. We sometimes forget 
that stakeholders have very different priorities and that multiple goals are actually multiple and that 
forests are important for all of these priorities.  

Forestry, of course, is very hard-wired to agriculture. There’s no doubt about that. Deforestation is 
actually the expansion of agriculture. For some reason deforestation is associated with the forest sector 
but I don’t know how that came about, and of course agriculture depends on forests too. Many of the 
ecosystem services that agriculture depends on depend on the forests—so there is a system here that 
we can’t deny, and the question is why can’t we deal with these sectors together? The answer is 
obvious—that the institutional setup doesn’t allow it. But why do we avoid combined solutions? Why 
do we look only in the forests for forestry solutions? Why do we have a conflict between conservation 
and wood production? Why do we talk about mitigation of climate change in the global negotiations 
but we ignore agriculture and all the things that are happening in agriculture that influence the 
climate? Why do we argue that we need more food? Why do we argue that we want green growth but 
don’t like forest rotations? There are many of these strange conflicts out there, where these multiple 
objectives seem to be difficult to embrace but I think that this is exactly what we need to do. We need 
to embrace those multiple goals, and the challenge for the forestry profession is to step out of the 
comfort zone and embrace those multiple objectives. Forests are too important to be isolated. And if 
we keep the lines in the landscape, if we insist that there are forests on one side of the line and we 
have policies for the forests and there is something else on the other side of the line, we will not find 
those better solutions. So what happens if we erase these lines?  

What do we mean by landscape? Landscapes are not objects—landscapes are people. They all have 
their ambitions, and there are people on the ground that are in charge. In the global processes we often 
talk about REDD or conserving bio-diversity, but we often forget that it’s the ambitions, the 
aspirations and the decisions of the billions of people that actually manage the resources that will 
determine if the future is sustainable or not. I don’t want to define a landscape. I worked with 
definitions of forests, for example, for many years and I know exactly the problems you get when you 
start arguing about the definition, so I avoid that. I’ll just say that a landscape is a spatially defined 
area. It includes forests, farms and towns. Management objectives in landscape vary; they vary in time 
and they vary in space. This looks like chaos, but it’s actually the natural planning situation on the 
ground most days for farmers and foresters—so what we need is a basis to pull all this together. I think 
that a big part of the problem is this complexity that we all have to work with, and this is very difficult 
to translate to the wider public. With the wider public increasingly being urban, and increasingly 
having the opportunity to choose and to vote, translating this complexity to the wider public becomes 
the main problem.  
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Figure 5. Forestry priorities are different 
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So, we started to think about landscapes. 
What do we want with the landscape? 
Can we explain the landscape and what 
we want to do with the landscape to the 
wider public? This is our current 
thinking. There are essentially four 
things we want to achieve, as shown in 
Figure 6. We want to achieve better 
livelihoods. We want to achieve better 
sustained ecosystem services. We want 
to achieve a sufficient level of food and 
non-food products; and we want to avoid 
pollution, and we want resource 
efficiency. These are four objectives that 
I can explain to my 11-year-old son and 

he will understand. I also think that each of these four can be measured at different scales. As you see 
here we’ve provided some ideas on how we actually measure that, and I can go into that in more detail 
in another presentation.  

If all these four are stable or improving we could say that it is a sustainable landscape. But remember 
that the weighting of these objectives is not fixed and is not equal, and depends on the priorities of 
people on the ground. The debate about whether or not to monetise nature is not important. Personally, 
I think it would be extremely difficult to monetise everything. We need to have model and methods 
and processes that are able to combine objectives that we measure on different scales, so we are 
working in this direction.  

One example of where we had separate forest days and agriculture days was at the UNFCCC (United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change) meetings. These are big conferences and we’ve 
had very good visibility at these events. We’re now combining them. There will not be a Forest Day or 
an Agriculture Day at the next UNFCCC meeting in Warsaw this November. There will be a 
landscape forum instead.  

I have talked a lot about what forests and forestry do and don’t do but I want to talk a little bit from the 
agriculture side too. The last 50 years have been incredible. Our population has gone from about three 
billion to about seven billion as shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 6. Landscape objectives and performance measures 
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Our food production has tripled. Our GDP per capita has tripled. The one thing that hasn’t changed is 
the number of hungry people. The number of food-insecure people is actually about the same as it was 
in 1960, and this is important because we don’t see messages in the press that we need more food. We 
need to make sure that food security is achieved. We need to keep food prices down. These are things 
that we’ve been trying to do for 50 years, but we have not reduced the number of food-insecure 
people—so there’s a disconnect here. There is something in the debate that’s not working.  

I think that here we see an example of the agriculture cycle. In the 1960s we needed to increase 
production in agriculture, we needed to make sure that enough nutrition was available in many 
countries—but we haven’t moved on from there. There’s no doubt that we can produce enough food 
today. The reason that people don’t have enough to eat is because of poverty, because of market 
failure and other factors. It’s not because we don’t produce enough food. As long as there is a 
perception that agriculture needs to produce more, as long as that persists, we have a problem with 
natural resources management and with the landscape objectives, and with forestry for that matter.  

The bigger picture 
So where does all this take us? I see three general policy implications. We need to cut across 
traditional sector boundaries and policy interventions. This is very difficult. Institutions are what they 
are. It’s not easy to walk across the boundaries. I changed the order at FAO when I moved from the 
Forestry Department to the Natural Resources Department. I was in a completely different universe. 
Suddenly I was outside the forestry circles. It was very strange and of course we all know about this. 
The question is, how can we deal with it?  

Secondly, in my view, affordable and long-term finance for landscape investment is a key factor. 
There’s no doubt that land use is a sleeping giant in terms of investment. There’s no doubt that the 
money is out there. The big funds are looking for alternatives to the Italian government bonds these 
days, and if we can figure out the way to make all of that capital work for sustainable landscapes then 
I think we have a good way for all.  

And finally of course, resource policy that addresses the landscape and makes those important 
evidence-based policies possible.  

Now taking all this to some conclusions: I developed a graphic yesterday and titled it ‘Forestry in the 
21st century’ (Fig. 8).  

If we talk about the ‘what’, we can’t talk about forests only—we have to move toward talking about 
landscapes, and beyond that we need to talk about development goals. We need to relate forestry to 
those bigger agendas, and when we talk about the ‘whom’ it is not only foresters—it is not even all the 
people engaged in the land-based sectors. It is the wider public, and there is a problem if forestry 
continues to fail to connect to the wider public in the 21st century. I note that we are already one-
eighth of the way through the 21st century. So this is my final figure (Fig. 9).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Forestry in the 21st century 
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Figure 9. Multiple and changing objectives 
 
The original painting I showed (Fig. 1 and on the left in Fig. 9) is from 1900. What happened in the 
20th century? Well, development happened and a lot of forestry happened and a lot of intensification 
of agriculture happened and a lot of urbanisation happened. Now the landscape looks completely 
different, but these objectives are still multiple and are still changing. We can’t really say what 2100 
will look like in this location. Maybe it will be vineyards because of climate change. Maybe it will be 
an urban area. Maybe it will be something we don’t even imagine today. I’m pretty sure that the 
people in the painting in 1900 could not imagine what it would look like 100 years from then. Can we 
imagine what things will look like in 100 years? I don’t think so.  

While on my way to this meeting I read this week's issue of the The Economist2. A story there 
described the rapid expansion in Europe of wood use for fuel, stimulated by subsidies for ‘renewable’ 
energy. The scale of the demand is pushing up prices to the disadvantage of traditional users—board 
mills, furniture makers and paper mills. Emissions at the power station may be significantly 
augmented by energy expended in processing and transport. Overall, wood may be even dirtier than 
coal. There are some good arguments for costly European Union subsidies not being effective. 

We need to have a very flexible approach to addressing the challenges that we have in front of us, and 
the landscape approach is perhaps just the first step to widen that perspective.  

Thank you. 
 

                                                      
2 6–12 April 2013, 407(8830) pp. 61–62 
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This paper describes how forestry and the forest products industry in Australia have changed over the 
past 10 years, the implications of those changes and relevant political factors. It discusses the need for 
industry co-operation and flexibility, the need to maximise productivity from the available land and 
future outlook. 

The vast majority of New Zealand’s timber resources have been privatised for 10 years or more. Log 
export markets have expanded considerably, so that the export and domestic markets are now equally 
important. The native forest-based timber industry is now minimal. Plantation producers have had to 
face highly unpredictable economics, cost and price uncertainty and volatility, and widely fluctuating 
exchange rates. They have responded by ensuring that costs are minimised, adopting innovative 
practices and using short-term supply contracts with negotiated prices. 

In contrast, privatisation of Australia’s plantations started relatively recently and some still remain in 
public ownership. Forest product markets are largely reliant on the domestic market, which is cyclical 
but predictable (Fig. 1). Economics are predictable, even if returns were low. Domestic costs are 
escalated by indexation. Native forest harvesting remains a state government activity. The weak A$ 
supports only niche timber product exports. The native forest industry is under pressure. In contrast 
with New Zealand, log supply contracts are generally long-term, 20 years not being unusual, with 

prices determined largely by indexation. 
Services contracts also tend to be long term 
for 4–6 years. Indexation and liquidated 
damages provisions are common. 

There has been considerable change in 
Australia over the last 10 years. The question 
is: has there been enough? 

Imports of softwood from Europe have 
become a significant factor in the softwood 
timber market due to reduced demand in the 
United States and the strong A$ since early 
2009 (Fig. 2). Bamboo, imported oak and 
engineered flooring are providing a huge 
range of ‘solid wood look-alike’ products for 
flooring applications (Fig. 3). Australian 
forest economics are no longer solely 
determined by domestic factors. Australian 
hardwood chip exports are facing severe 
international competition (Fig. 4). 

Australian production costs are high, so the 

 
Figure 1. Dwelling commencement cycle, Australia 
 
 

 
Figure 2. US housing starts, monthly _____________________________ 

1 Notes prepared by Mark Parsons on 8 July  
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industry’s margins are squeezed. Prices 
are at best flat in nominal terms and 
declining in real terms while many 
forestry costs – staff, contractors –are 
escalating at the rate of inflation (Figs 5 
and 6). These costs are high by 
international comparison, although some 
areas (for example, establishment costs; 
Fig. 7) compare well. 

The native forest industry is under 
pressure. Declining sawlog supply has 
led to declining apparent consumption 
(Fig. 8). Combined with significant 
reductions in woodchip exports, this has 
forced industry restructuring and sawmill 
closures. 

The Australian industry is highly 
political, partly as a consequence of 
historical ownership. Policy is important 
but we shouldn’t rely on it to the extent 
that we do. Policy takes a long time to 
change and state and federal politics 
seldom combine. Industry operators 
working cooperatively together may have 
more benefit than political solutions. The 
industry would benefit by improving co-
operation, for example in: 

• forest health surveillance and 
diagnostics 

• applied harvesting and haulage 
research and development 

• raw material acquisition, for 
example, fertilisers and herbicides 

• electricity costs for smaller sawmills 
• diesel purchases 
• genetic improvement. 
 
A modified program with Forest and 
Wood Products Australia could deliver 
these programs. 

Greater flexibility is required in a long-
term industry market faced with volatile 
economic factors. Long-term supply 
contracts have an appeal but they limit 
flexibility. Growers are captive to their 
processor-customer strategies. Price 
reviews lack the tension, for both parties, 
of alternative markets. Indexation is 
attractively simple but can lead to 
unintended outcomes with prices moving 

away from market. Vertical integration is another possibility but difficult in Australia. Supplier 
contracts need to move away from indexation and contain incentives for productivity gains. 

 
Figure 3. Bamboo flooring imports into Australia 
 

 
Figure 4. Woodchip exports from Thailand and Vietnam  
(million tonnes) 
 

 
Figure 5. Real price movements (inflation adjusted) – 
sawlog, sawntimber and public sector wages 
 

 
Figure 6. Harvest and haulage input cost indicators 
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Economics don’t favour expansion of 
the plantation estate but the market 
will require more logs in future to 
generate economics of scale. Use of 
the current land base must therefore be 
maximised by, for example, 
minimising unplanted areas, 
increasing productivity—particularly 
over the last five years or so of the 
rotation—and minimising residues left 
on harvested coupes. Forestry 
Corporation is currently testing use of 
an unmanned aerial vehicle to 
determine whether imagery can be 
used to measure residue levels after 
clearfelling. 

What’s the good news for the future? 
Markets are picking up—US housing 
starts are approaching a rate of 
950 000/year. Japanese housing starts 
have increased slightly to just under 
900 000/year. Spruce, pine and fir 
prices in the United States reached 
US$400/thousand board feet in 
December, a figure not seen for some 
years. A ‘super cycle’ is predicted in 
North America, and forest products 
company share prices have been 
responding accordingly. These 
developments will take pressure off 
European wood shipments to 
Australia. China is a now major force 
in the industry (Fig. 9). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Establishment cost index (based on $/ha) 
 

Figure 8. (upper) Apparent hardwood timber consumption
   (lower) Hardwood timber production by state 

 
Figure 9. Chinese forest product imports 
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Today, I’m going to address three main subjects: 

• the private forest sector in Tasmania as part of overall forestry sector 
• interactions and relationships between farming and forestry 
• the role of foresters both as professionals and as members of the community. 

Private forest sector in Tasmania as part of overall forestry sector 
The private forestry sector in Tasmania contributes about 26% of timber production from 885 000 ha 
of forest, about 12% of Tasmania’s landmass. Gross value of production in 2010 was about $400 
million. The sector currently employs around 2500 people compared with 6000 people in 2007. The 
decline is due to the Tasmanian Forests Agreement (TFA) and external factors, most importantly the 
high Australian dollar exchange rate and related market downturn. Gross value of production in 2012–
13 is expected to be more like $40 million. 

About 50% of Tasmania’s land area is now in some form of public reserve, another 10% in some form 
of private conservation reserve and the Tasmanian Forests Agreement proposes another 10% of 
reserves, including expanded World Heritage areas. This is unsustainable economically and will 
eventually destroy the industry. 

Political interference in the sector is crippling producers. Debate is all about the public forest sector, 
but decisions inevitably affect the private sector. Profit margins are low and there is no public funding, 
yet regulatory costs are increasing massively.  

Farmers need to be able to realise value from all parts of crops and livestock, including tree crops, and 
the poor-quality parts as well as the high-quality parts. The public forestry sector has a different 
operating environment.  

On average, over past 30 years, there has been a new political ‘peace deal’ every 8 years. Each one of 
these has robbed farmers of both actual and potential income, affected land valuations, increased 
regulation and costs and restricted future options. For example, regulations prevent getting a return 
from carbon credits by using biomass as fuel. The estimated impact of the Regional Forest Agreement 
alone was $5 billion at farm gate values. This is not just a loss for farmers but also significantly effects 
rural communities and the state’s overall economic situation. Governments and the community need to 
recognise that farmers shouldn’t be expected to bear the costs of public benefit environmental 
expectations. 

Interactions and relationships between farming and forestry 
Farmers in Tasmania treat timber (native and plantation) as a long-cycle crop in diversified 
enterprises. Many issues for forestry are the same as those for farming—in both agronomic and 
business senses. ‘Triple bottom line’ success is demonstrated by the fact that some farms have been 
harvesting timber for seven generations in the same family, and yet environmental organisations now 

_____________________________ 

1 Notes prepared by Mark Parsons on 8 July  
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claim some of these areas as high conservation value forests and seek them for reserves or world 
heritage listings.  

Forestry is an important element in farm succession planning: the retiring generation generally 
reserves the forestry component of the business to fund their retirement without needing to sell the 
farm while the succeeding generation can run the agricultural component. 

Farmers have accepted repeated penalties and costs on the basis that each will be the last one and then 
they can get back to quietly going about their businesses. They are now at a tipping point; the current 
situation is dire due to the Tasmanian Forests Agreement, the political situation, and the collapse of 
managed investment schemes, including Gunns Limited, that has devastated families. We are now 
starting to see foreclosures and business collapses. 

Role of foresters as both professionals and members of the community 
Professional foresters have been pretty much absent from the political debate about forest management 
in Tasmania. There is a clear role for foresters to more effectively promote the science, especially with 
respect to need for benchmarking and the likelihood of perverse environmental outcomes. There is a 
great opportunity for professional foresters to influence the public debate—and to stand up as 
members of the community to support sustainable farming and forestry. 

There is also an urgent need to recognise the complementary skills of farmers and foresters. Farmers 
can teach foresters how to manage crop cycles more effectively while foresters can share their 
expertise with farmers. However, farmers are sick of people demeaning their skills and telling them 
what to do in their own businesses, so the ‘boffin’ driven approach we’ve often seen in the past (e.g., 
around much of the farm forestry movement) needs to be re-thought.  

 
In summary, we need to recognise similarities and synergies and work more effectively across the two 
sectors. If we can get that right, everyone will benefit. 
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Forestry education: panel discussion  

Panel members: 

Ian Ferguson, Emeritus Professor of Forest Science, University of Melbourne 
                        (Chairman) 
Mark Brown, Professor, Forest Operations, University of the Sunshine Coast 
Bill Jackson, Chief Executive, Parks Victoria 
Nick Roberts, CEO, Forestry Corporation of NSW 
Jerry Vanclay, Professor of Sustainable Forestry, Southern Cross University 
 
Ian Ferguson introduced panel members, briefly commenting on his paper 
presented to the Creswick Centenary Conference3, emphasising the growing 
diversity of employment and skills required of practicing foresters.  

Mark Brown presented some background to the University of the Sunshine 
Coast’s (USC) involvement in forestry: 

The Forest Operations Research Alliance is centred at USC. It is currently little 
involved in forestry education, but recognises the importance of integrating 
teaching and research in this field. A recent survey4 of Australian forest 
operations research/teaching needs by Fulbright scholar Professor Loren 
Kellogg of Oregon State University (OSU)5 emphasised the need for 
networking with other industries in Australia (e.g. agriculture) and 
internationally.  

The advanced technology currently available to forestry is world-leading, but 
our capacity to use it to full advantage is questionable. It has the ability not just 
to harvest trees but to provide an important data stream that affects forest 
management, processing and marketing. In this light, it is important to engage a 
cohort of students different from those of the past: students with a background 
in business, IT, etc. 

International collaboration with other universities that have specialised 
resources is essential in a number of fields where the small number of students 
being trained in Australia limits in-house resources. USC currently has links 
with OSU (cable systems) and the University of Eastern Finland (bio-energy 
supply chains). The opportunity for students to work effectively online greatly 
enhances their capacity to learn and continue to learn. The internationally 
collaborative approach also expands the footprint of the student pool, so there is 
greater chance to maintain a strong overall cohort for the teaching program even 
in times of local decreased interest.  

Jerry Vanclay: Currently the Southern Cross University (SCU) offers the only 
four-year bachelor degree in forestry in Australia, and the following points draw 
on that experience:  

                                                      
3 Ferguson, I. (2012) Future forestry employment and education. Australian Forestry 75, 192–199. See also 
Ferguson, I. (2013) Challenges of change: forestry education. The Forester 56(2), 7–10. 
4 Final report: Post-secondary education/training in forest operations management 29 May 2012. 15 pp. 
Available from Mark Brown and IFA office. 
5 Email: loren.kellogg@oregonstate.edu    http://ferm.forestry.oregonstate.edu/facstaff/kellogg-loren      
                                                          These notes of the session were prepared by Bill Kerruish on 14 May 2013. 
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The course is a hands on, can-do course that inspires confidence in its graduates. Norman Boulaug, 
(the only forester to receive a Nobel Prize) attributed his success to his broad forestry training that 
informed both an ability to innovate and an ability to translate knowledge into action.  

Many courses today offer a smattering of environmental / conservation topics, but there are three 
things that set a forestry course apart:  
• a long-term focus (and thus thorough understanding of discounting) 
• an ability to comprehend the environment holistically at the landscape scale 
• the ability to deliver an outcome—whether it’s industrial product or environmental service. 

Course complexity demands are increasing with widening employment opportunities and more 
stakeholders.  

Other challengers facing the forestry course include the Federal Government’s requirement for 
university courses to fit the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) model. This is difficult for 
forestry and other professional courses. Engineering Australia, for example, has gained an 
exemption, allowing them to teach such skills as project management, leadership skills and 
mentoring programs right from the beginning. Such high-order skills as Nick and Bill have been 
talking about [in the preceding conference session] are necessary for managing forests and 
landscapes. They probably need to be taught through work experience in collaboration with the 
profession or outside organisations. 

But the main challenge is for more students—if there are sufficient students, most of the challenges 
can be solved within universities. So we must convince the general public of the merits of 
professional forestry as a career option. 

Bill Jackson felt that his forestry education had provided him with a good career path. Working in 
NSW hardwood and softwood forests, and experience in fire management, provided a diverse set of 
skills that proved useful when working on community forestry in Nepal. Later, with the 
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) where the focus was on global policy, his 
forestry background provided confidence that what was being proposed was both practicable and 
‘do-able’.  

In Parks Victoria, the benefits of a forestry education found to be most useful include: 
• planning skills—both strategic and long-term 
• ecology and silviculture—these provide understanding of the long-term implications of action 

taken. 
 
He would have liked to have learnt more about:  
• systems thinking—social, economic and ecological linkages 
• policy, law and governance 
• media skills—‘someone should have told me that a journalist is never your friend!’ 

 
Looking to his needs as an employer today (about 1000 people are employed by Parks Victoria) he 
can see that except for harvesting operations, the skills needed to manage parks are very similar to 
those needed for production forestry, including fire management, invasive species control, 
regeneration, and restoration and roading. 

Forestry and parks management share common needs in education, but we need to break the myth 
of ‘lock and leave’ associated with parks and the stigma associated with production forestry.  

Key skills he needs in his workforce are: 
• understanding forests within a socio-economic landscape 
• dealing with adjacent landowners and users—forests are about people! 
• a capacity to look at forests in the landscape and their relationship to farms, water catchments 

parks, etc. 
Foresters have proven to be great generalists, some with a capacity to be great specialists. Other 
graduates with highly specific skills can be costly to train in-house as generalists.  
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Nick Roberts background is in forestry and wood science, and he has managerial experience with 
Weyerhaeuser and NSW Forestry Corporation.  

He considers the skill set required in forestry organisations today includes: 
• technical skills: growing (biology), roads and harvesting (engineering), forest resources 

(mensuration and planning calculations) and knowledge of processing industries 
• leadership potential: management of contractors, communication and negotiating skills, and 

empathy with contractors and the rural community 
• business management: accounting and finance, marketing, economics of growing and 

harvesting and processing. 
But don’t expect to get the lot in one person! 

Ian Ferguson offered some personal thoughts on the challenges of change: 
• we can anticipate the continued divergence of employment opportunity: private and public 

industry, government policy, academia, private consultants—this change is evidenced by the 
diversity of participants at this conference 

• there will be more competition for jobs and more churning of jobs—people moving between 
organisations 

• changes to the universities can be anticipated, with more universities teaching forestry, a more 
active role by the regional universities and more online universities. 

 
A recent review by Ernst and Young which involved, among others, sixteen vice-chancellors, 
highlighted: 
• the democratisation of knowledge and easing of access to knowledge. Universities 

are no longer the sole source of knowledge 
• increased mobility of staff and students 
• increased contestability for research, students and funds. 

 
Some concluding quotes from the Ernst and Young review:  
• universities won’t continue as we know them today—the current model is unviable for most 

universities 
• there is a need to remain competitive. Research will be concentrated in fewer universities 
• there will be further collaboration between universities to develop online courses, and free 

online courses funded by advertisements will develop, all tending to undermine conventional 
universities which make money from large first-year courses to subsidise subsequent years. 

 
In considering alternatives we must be inclusive, not exclusive, in choosing which universities to 
talk to and work with. Remember that for many of the early years of the IFA, Creswick graduates 
were not granted full recognition by the Institute!  

 
The session was declared open for general discussion and Rod Keenan (University of Melbourne) 
and Cris Brack (ANU) were invited to comment. 

Rod Keenan: The University of Melbourne’s challenge is how to attract student numbers—while the 
university is volume-based; course numbers are required to survive. Badging and packaging is 
important; we have about 300 students studying ‘forestry in a global context’—there is no a lack of 
interest in issues associated with forest management.  

Also required are viable career paths; currently students are having difficulty in finding jobs. 

Cris Brack: On-line learning has been around for 20 years, and forestry has been well to the fore in 
using these facilities. Graduates find jobs in national parks, policy and corner shops (but not 
forestry). They all enjoy the forestry background.  

Ron Wilson: The universities are clearly valued by the public and the media as a responsible source 
of public information. 
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Aiden Flannigan: How do you provide a broad education as well as a qualification with 300 students 
online? 

Mark Brown: Staff play a mentoring role to students studying on line. It is not enough to simply 
make the online course available, particularly with hands-on subjects. 

Jerry Vanclay: ‘Open universities’ have been around for 30 years and have not changed the world. 
They provide a handy addition to face-to-face teaching, but haven’t replaced it. Similarly, MOOCs 
(massive, open, on-line courses) are unlikely to make face-to-face teaching of practical courses 
such as forestry redundant. Jerry cautioned against predictions of dramatic adoption of online 
courses—we should realistically anticipate gradual adoption.  

Bob Newman pointed to the need for a physical dimension to provide a core understanding about 
forestry. He suggested: 
• a diploma run by the IFA 
• further university studies for brighter students. 

 
Nick Roberts: Contact with lecturers and professors is essential. We must use on-line facilities; they 

are essential to later-career learning. Situational learning is important and integrates university 
training with on-the-job training.  

Phil Evans at the University of British Columbia encourages wood science students to take a year 
out from university to work with companies. 

Ian Ferguson: Are you advocating that we go back to cadetships? 

Kevin Harding: Cadetships and scholarships have proven an effective incentive to recruiting top 
students in the past. Should employers consider re-introducing them? 

Ian Ferguson suggested that this is too costly—about $60 000 per student is required and not many 
forest industry people will put that money up front today, given the risks and the availability of 
overseas foresters. 

Sadanandan Nambiar: The availability of students is correlated with the vigour of the industry; the 
current situation in Australia is not reflected in many other countries. 

Brian Turner: Students today take the courses that suit them at the time. Many are working and also 
learning from that experience. And when they graduate they’ll look around to find a job that fits 
their qualifications and expectations at that time. This is the likely pathway for most students in the 
future. It is employers who must adapt. 

Mark Brown: Providing subjects accessible to other degree paths is what the industry is looking 
for—universities that provide subjects rather than degrees. For example, we will see students with 
an IT background taking units in forest operations. 

It is up to the universities to develop a business model around this. 

Jerry Vanclay: Every university has its Bachelor of Arts and Science degrees that offer a wide range 
of subjects and considerable flexibility in the first three years, and that works well for some 
students. 

The list of the characteristics and skills required of a forest/land manager, mentioned previously, 
includes high-order skills not provided by such eclectic degrees. Forestry is not alone; engineering 
is in a similar position and its professional association specifies the course content in its degree. 
Discussion with Engineers Australia (the accrediting body) at SCU as part of our accreditation 
process has been about these high-order skills—not maths and calculus, but leadership, project 
management, etc. Some employers demand that their professional recruits have these high-order 
skills that are not provided by a general science degree.  

Nick Roberts agreed to an extent with Brian Turner’s forecast that students will determine course 
content, and make decisions as to where they want to be employed when they finish.  
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But as an employer he needs technical skills, soft skills and business management skills as 
previously outlined. If he can get people with any two sets of those skills he is happy! 

Bill Jackson: I agree that students will drive course content, but as an employer I need the skills 
described by Jerry and Nick. So do I choose the graduate with the right skill set up-front, or expend 
a lot of money on in-house training? 

Peter Kanowski: A little background. Historically forestry education was very stable between 1922 
and the 1990s, and both students and teaching institutions were heavily subsidised by government. 

Today the reality is different, and we will go down the route visualised by the vice-chancellors and 
described by Ian Ferguson. There will be more competition and more alliances between 
universities. There is a need to recognise what was good in the past—the experiential component, 
the higher-order skills—and deliver it in a different way.  

We must respond to the reality of today and keep the best of the past within the new framework. As 
Peter Holmgren pointed out, globally the forestry profession is in good shape. We need to reflect 
on what we are and what we want to be as a profession. One thing for certain is that we need to be 
more diverse and more inclusive.  

Peter Volker: In the past there was considerable corporate–university interaction on employment and 
summer work. Could this be revived in an appropriate way? 

Nick Roberts: The Forestry Corporation of NSW is now in a better position to interact directly with 
the universities and will definitely do so. 

Bill Jackson: Parks Victoria has a summer program, but this could be extended by a more formal 
association with the universities. 

Jerry Vanclay: SCU has plenty of offers of work experience placements for our students from public 
and private employers; our problem is not enough students. 

In relation to cadetships, some mining companies offer cadetships which involve paying students 
throughout the year, with an obligation to work for the company during the summer break. Thus 
the summer earnings are averaged over the year, making the arrangement cost-neutral for the 
company and offering the student year-round income. 

Mark Brown: Kellogg’s review identified an alternative incentive: according work experience 
academic credits, thus allowing student to reduce the time required to complete their degree (prior 
learning). 

Bill Kerruish: Educational issues have been well aired today. However, we need to be able to identify 
for the eyes of the public what this animal we call a forester is and does.  

Is there not a role for the IFA in specifying course content and perhaps certifying foresters?  

Jerry Vanclay: We would be concerned about being too prescriptive. Engineers have a clearer role in 
society and considerable numbers; foresters go into a wide range of employment. 

Ian Ferguson: I agree, but note that the Institute might contribute when courses are being reviewed.  

Mark Brown pointed to his Canadian background; there the registered professional foresters play a 
role in defining professional courses and in accrediting professional foresters. He agreed that it 
should not be too prescriptive, but that there was a definite role for the Institute in defining course 
content. 

Richard Stanton posed the question, is forestry a profession or just an area of interest where people 
with a high level of knowledge have a common interest?  

Many other professions have a high level of input—even control—of courses and accreditation. 
Examples include medicine, dentistry and accountancy, and the IFA itself accredits consulting 
foresters. He is interested in accrediting certification bodies who audit the Australian Forestry 
Standard and other forest certification programs (this occurs in horticulture and agriculture). Is 
there a role for the IFA in accrediting such skills? 
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Ian Ferguson suggested that the answer is yes, and that this should be followed up in the Policy 
Forum of this conference. 

Ron Wilson: Five years ago the NSW branch of the IFA ran a forum to explore the education 
situation. At that time Managed Investment Schemes were active and the demand for foresters was 
high, but university output was in freefall.  

What is the position today? 

Jerry Vanclay: At SCU our problem is that there are too few interested forestry students, although it 
would appear that supply is meeting current demand. There is concern that retirement of baby-
boomers will create a demand that will not be met by the current output. 

About half our bachelor students are career-changers, half school-leavers. There is concern that 
society does not see forestry as a worthy career path. Most places in the National Forestry Masters 
Program courses are taken up by existing foresters keen to update their skills, not new recruits to 
the profession. 

Rod Keenan agreed that most masters candidates were foresters upgrading their skills. There is 
currently a problem with finding jobs for graduates, but this will change with increased retirement 
and international demand.  

Cris Brack: In Canada, a Registered Professional Forester has a role that is mandated by law. Only 
such a person is legally permitted to sign off on plans relating to forest management and 
harvesting. Such a situation gives legal status to the definition of a ‘professional forester’. Without 
a similar role, what can we do in Australia? What do we do with the law student who wishes to 
specialise in environmental law and takes courses that incorporate the content from what used to be 
called silviculture and mensuration? Her law degree and experience gives her leadership and 
project management skills, so could she gain membership to the IFA or be considered as a 
professional forester if she so desired? What about a bachelor of fine arts student who is majoring 
in wood carving and furniture design, who also takes the equivalent of mensuration and 
silviculture? These are genuine examples from my experience. And by-the-way, I considered they 
are graduates who would make good advocates for good forestry! Once you broaden the profession 
to these, how much of a precedent has been set? Without a legal mandate for the definition of a 
professional forester, what is the purpose and value of the label? Should we be encouraging all 
students from what-ever degree to take up mensuration and silviculture if they have any remote 
interest in natural or planted landscapes (for production, conversation, legal wrangling, etc.), or use 
of wood in any form or fashion? And grant them membership if they do ...? 

Mark Brown: Kellogg’s consultation showed that currently not enough graduates were available to 
the industry, but that it was largely hidden by the current financial climate and the recruitment of 
foresters from overseas and from other professions. The industry does not believe that this can 
continue, and that foresters with appropriate skills will increasingly be in short supply. 

Ian Ferguson closed the discussion and thanked the panel and participants. 
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